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Introduction
● In July 2019, as part of the Destiny+ plan by JAXA and Chiba Institute of Technology, there was a campaign to 

observe stellar eclipse by 3200 Phaethon, and JOIN also called for cooperation.
● The expected size of Phaethon was about 5 km, the maximum extinction time was 0.5 seconds, and the target star 

was so faint as 11.2 mag, so the condition seemed to be much worse than the conventional asteroid occultation 
observation target.

● Until then, when observing the 11th magnitude star class, the exposure time was 0.12 to 0.24 seconds with an analog 
CCD camera, so if the dimming time is 0.5 seconds, only 2 to 4 frames can be taken, and it is necessary to specify 
the time. Was expected to be tough.

● In order to increase the temporal resolution, it was necessary to use a high-sensitivity camera for short-time exposure 
and shooting at a high frame rate, so we decided to consider using a CMOS camera for planetary shooting.

● The CMOS camera for planetary photography is supposed to be captured using a PC, and the time stamp is a 
method of recording the system time of the PC in a frame by software.

● Since the system time of the PC is not accurate, it is necessary to correct the time using GPS outdoors.
● Recently, a cheap GPS module that can be connected via USB and free software that uses it to correct the time on 

the PC have appeared, and by combining these, the time on the PC can be adjusted within +/- 0.3 seconds relative to 
UTC.

● However, not only the time correction of the PC, but the time to receive the data from the CMOS camera and give the 
time changes depending on the capture size and the number of bits, so it is not possible to record the exact time.

● Before the analog time inserter was introduced, in order to correctly record and correct the shooting time, the GPS 
PPS signal was emitted by the LED or the PPS beep sound was emitted, and it was shot and recorded before and 
after shooting.

● The method of simultaneously recording the beep sound is recorded on a different audio track from the photometric 
image, so it can be recorded and corrected even during photometry, but it is necessary to have software that 
confirms the image and audio track at the same time. But, It is difficult to accurately obtain the rise time.

● On the other hand, since LED firing can be handled with the same software as photometry, it can be corrected 
accurately, but it was not possible to optically record the LED firing at the same time as the target star during 
observation.

● A method using OAG (Off-Axis Guider) was proposed in the material presented by Aart Olsen at the 2017 IOTA 
Annual Meeting, but no concrete one was found.

● This time, using this as a hint, we investigate the projection of PPS-LED firing onto a CMOS chip using OAG, and 
report practical results.

● In addition, I will introduce the new version that Limovie author Kazuhisa Miyashita added the function to correct the 
dimming time by using the PPS-LED firing to accurately record the time stamp that was recorded in UTC.
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USB CMOS camera
+PPS projection unit

Telescope

USB3.0 cable

LED cable

GPS module for PPS 
LED firing

USB GPS module for 
PC time correction

GPS sattelite

Moblie PC with 
SharpCap

Occultation observation system with USB CMOS camera
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USB GPS module for PC time correction
For identification of observation location and PC time correction within UTC +/- 0.3 seconds by USB GPS
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GPS module for PPS LED firing

Cheap GPS modules use only PPS output because the sentence output timing is unstable.
Powered by USB mobile battery
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GPS module

VR(50k ohm)

LED switch

LED & 
R330ohm

USB power 
cable

External GPS 
antena

GPS PPS LED firing unit
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PPS projection unit

A method in which the prism of the ZWO OAG is inverted and the light of the PPS-emitting 
LED is projected onto the camera.
=>No expensive parts other than OAG are required. Only plastic plate to fix LED is required.
The point is to place the LED at a position about 4mm off the center of the hole.
=>At this position, good band-like light is obtained at the edge of the image.
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PPS projection unit

Guider camera

PPS 
LED

Normal prism 
direction

Reverse the direction 
of the prism

Light is cut off at the end
 of the prism and projected 
straight on the end of the
 frame

Off-axis guider

When using a normal off-axis guider When used as a PPS projection unit

Black plastic plat
e for fixing LED

Structure of PPS projection unit
The position of 
the LED is 
shifted about 4 
mm from the 
center

Off-axis guider
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LED

Off Axis Guider

CMOS chip

The shape of the projected light depending on the position of the LED

Projected light 9
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PPS projection unit
-PPS emission is projected on the right end in a band shape without affecting the observation
=> Time correction during observation is possible.
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longitude 
latitude

GPS-PC time correction software

Time stamp ON

PPS LED firing

Color Space : MONO8
Binning : 2
Output Format : AVI files

GPS-PC time correction software example and SharpCap settings

SharpCap setting
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SharpCap time stamp and time correction image by Limovie



Limovie0.9.99.5A5b
Asteroid occultation analysis procedure

(Including PPS flash correction )

Feb 14, 2021
Rev. 02
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http://astro-limovie.info/limovie/program/limovie09995A5b.zip



Points to consider when shooting

1. For PPS flash, shoot before and after shooting in the same file with the same exposure time 
as shooting.However, Gain can be changed.
2. Select the exposure time from the table below and use it to correct the PPS LED flash.
Table: Relationship between shooting exposure time (msec) and slope of Sharp Cap Timing Analysis (P.19) graph
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http://astro-limovie.info/limovie/program/CaSEDLEP101.zip
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Open observation video
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Opened observation 
image

The exposure time is 
displayed when the 
mouse cursor is 
moved to this area

When you read the 
SharpCap AVI file, the 
frame rate value is 
calculated and the time 
stamp field is 
automatically set for 
SharpCap.

Automaticaly detection position 
of PPS emission to the same 
line as the target star
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2. Select the tracking star

3. Select 'Asteroidal 
occultation <use tracking 
star>'

4.Adjust Threshhold
(Dark stars should be 
small)

1. Select the target star

5.Start photometry

6. Completion of 
photometry



18State of photometry

PPS emission 
detection

Target star 
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After photometry
Press SharpCap Timing Analysis



20SharpCap Timing Analysis initial screen

1. Verify the SharpCap time stamp
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②ところどころタイムスタンプ書き込み遅れ
見られるが大きな異常無し
2. There are some delays in writing the time stamp, 
but it is confirmed that there is no major abnormality.

3. Press LED Brightness to change the display
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4-1. Find the point where the center is magenta and 
heads to the lower line, and click the point before the 
bottom line to join
(Note that the magenta point with a white center is 
different)
It may rise to the right depending on the exposure time.
Please refer to P.14.

4-2. Add the fitting points before and after for linear 
interpolation

5．Perform linear interpolation using the 
selected points
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Frame of PPS emission start (= X.000 seconds)

Average time stamp delay for measured PPS emission (UTC)

6. Add the obtained value and record it in Memory
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Recorded time correction data
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If there is a group of similar points 
several times in the same video file, 
move and repeat P.22-23 to add to 
Memory.
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When you have collected as much 
data as you need, press Apply to 
Analysis.
When the bar graph immediately 
above reaches the right end, close 
this screen.
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The date and time frame turns light blue when the time is corrected.
After confirming this, press the Graph button.
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To enlarge a part of the graph, click where you want to see 
the red dot and press Width-Part
Increase Scale value for further expansion

If correction using tracking stars is not necessary due to 
the influence of clouds etc., make B invisible.
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Press the Identification button to enter the observation date, 
asteroid name, target star name, and observer name in the 
graph.

Check if the red spot is closest to the dimming point. If different, 
click to change.
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Enter the observation date, asteroid name, target star 
name, and observer name, uncheck Detail, Auto serach, 
and press Apply to confirm that the graph is displayed, and 
then close this window.
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Press Diffraction button to perform diffraction simulation
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When shooting with a CMOS camera, select IMX290 from the CCD 
column of Special Effect.
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From Preston's forecast and Occult's forecast screen
Dia.
Max Duration
Parallax
Read the data.
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1.Double-click either Distance of Object's Movement or Shadow's 
Velocity to open the calculation window.

2. Enter the values of Dia., Max Duration, Parallax recorded on the 
previous page and press the Write to diffraction simulation parameter 
button to automatically calculate the values. When the values are 
entered, close the window.
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1.Adjust with the arrow buttons so that you can select 30 to 50 points 
by removing a few to 10 points before and after the dimming point.

2. Press the Fit to Diffraction Curve button.
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Check the Diffraction Curve.
If you want to expand the time axis, increase the value of Scale.
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The range of vertical line is the error of 
light intensity +/-1σ

Horizontal line range is time error +/- 1σ

Yellow line is the estimated 
dimming time

1. Press the Magnitude Calc button to 
know the estimated dimming time.
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First field for CMOS cameras
Make sure WAT100N is selected

This is the time-corrected dimming time

Check these when filling out the 
graph.
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